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Mies’s Concrete
Office Building
and its Common
Acquaintance
Dietrich Neumann

On Thursday 2 August 1923 a courier rang the
doorbell at Am Karlsbad 24, Mies van der Rohe’s
office and apartment in Berlin’s elegant
Tiergarten district. His mission was a matter of
some urgency: Mies had promised a text to
accompany the publication of his visionary
concrete office building, then on display in the
annual Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung.1 It
was to be featured that weekend in a major
national newspaper, the Deutsche Allgemeine
Zeitung (DAZ), and the print deadline was
looming. This was a tremendous opportunity
for Mies: for the first time one of his projects
would reach a mass audience, several hundred
thousand people, rather than the comparatively
small readership of specialised architecture
journals.2 DAZ typically reproduced only a
handful of images, and so those that did appear
tended to stand out.
The project would soon become one
of Mies’s best-known designs. Its only
surviving drawing – an enormous
charcoal perspective on heavy brown
paper – is today in the Museum of Modern
Art in New York. Its notoriety, however,
stands in inverse proportion to what we
actually know about it. We know nothing
about its site, plan and layout, about who
in Mies’s office worked on the scheme, or
whether more drawings exist. The
following notes try to suggest some
answers to those questions.3
The courier at Mies’s door that day
returned empty-handed, as the promised
text was still not ready. Though Mies had
sent a photograph of his drawing the day
before, together with some technical
notes, he was still struggling to find the
right words, as was often the case
– writing (whether a statement, published
text or lecture) was not something that
came easily to the architect, especially at
such moments of perceived importance.
When Mies finally sent in his text the next
day, it was too late: the Sunday supplements had
already gone to press.4 It has since been widely
assumed that this missed deadline meant the
project was never published in DAZ, but it did
appear that weekend, albeit with a hastily
written commentary by an editor who failed to
grasp its significance.5
The previous year, 1922, had been especially
momentous for Mies. He had not only separated
from his wife and children and turned his
apartment into an office, but had also changed
his name, adding some polish by joining his
mother’s maiden name, ‘Rohe’, to his father’s
surname, ‘Mies’ (the word in German means
‘mean’, ‘grotty’, ‘crummy’) with the vaguely
aristocratic ‘van der’. The longer name came
hand-in-hand with the adoption of a new
letterhead, designed by his friend Gerhard
Severain on an unusual oblong format. After
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designing a string of utterly conventional
suburban homes, he now sought out the circles
of the avant-garde and began to exhibit a series
of visionary projects, aiming to become as
visible as possible and redoubled his ‘networking’ efforts. Joining the Novembergruppe allowed
him to present his design for a glass office tower
(inspired by the results of the Friedrichstrasse
skyscraper competition) in the group’s section
at that summer’s Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung. His enormous presentation drawing was
probably larger than anyone else’s at the show.
He also became a member of the Bund
Deutscher Architekten (German Society of
Architects), cofounded the Zehnerring (Ring of
Ten) with other progressive architects, and was
invited to become a member of the Deutscher
Werkbund.6 The following summer the Danish

architecture journal Bygmesteren became the
first foreign publication to feature his work
– thanks to the young Danish architect Knud
Lönberg-Holm, who had visited him in the
spring of 1923 – including images of the
Friedrichstrasse skyscraper, a curvilinear glass
skyscraper and the concrete office building.7
Such visionary projects were the only
recourse for many architects at the time, as
building work had come to almost a complete
halt. Crippled by reparation payments after the
Treaty of Versailles, Germany was in the grip of
an economic and political crisis, with crushing
hyperinflation (in 1923 a copy of DAZ cost 6,000
Previous: Mies van der Rohe,
concrete office building, Berlin, 1923
© MoMA, New York / Scala, Florence
Above: ‘Bürohaus in Eisenbeton’,
Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, 5 August 1923

Reichsmark), strikes and confrontations in the
industrial Ruhr area, and widespread public
unrest.8 In those difficult days, DAZ devoted
much space to discussions of practical matters,
to the benefits of frugality and ingenious ways
of doing more with less. Which perhaps
explains why Mies’s project was not shown in
the culture section, but on the first page of the
‘Kraft und Stoff’ (Power and Materials) supplement, typically devoted to new advances in
technology. In this sense, Mies’s starkly
repetitive and brutally unadorned office
building was presented as a functional and
structural ‘innovation’ responding to the
austerity of the times. Rather than conveying an
understanding of the concrete structure,
however, the accompanying text in DAZ seems to
rely on the writer’s vague memories of Mies’s
glass skyscraper for Friedrichstrasse from
the year before:
What is most distinctive here is the use of
glass in the exterior walls, extending over
the whole length of the building … and
creating a sense of transparency. The facade
does not contain ‘windows’ in the usual
sense, but rather is itself more like a single
continuous window. In contrast to other
high-rise buildings, the external walls do not
help to carry the load of the floor plates;
instead there is a loadbearing internal
structure which in some way represents the
skeleton of the building.9
The concrete office building was thus
the first Mies project to reach a mass
audience, albeit imperfectly. But it had in
fact appeared in print twice before, in the
Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung
catalogue and, just a few days before the
DAZ article, in the first issue of a new
avant-garde magazine (or more accurately, a hand-folded polemic) G – Material zur elementaren Gestaltung, edited by
Hans Richter, Werner Graeff and El
Lissitzky.10 In G, drawings of the concrete
office building were paired with a short,
emphatic text, this time by Mies himself:
We reject all aesthetic speculation, all doctrine,
all formalism. Architecture is the will of an epoch
translated into space: lively, changing, new. Not
yesterday, not tomorrow, only today can be given
form. Only this kind of building will be creative.
Create form out of the essence of the task using the
methods of our time. This is our work.
Mies omitted these lines in the text he
prepared for DAZ, choosing to instead highlight
the fact that his work was appearing in the mass
media:
It is no coincidence that important questions of
architecture are being discussed in newspapers
today. In focusing exclusively on aesthetics, the
specialised art magazines – once the fulcrum of
artistic life – have failed to take notice of the way
modern architecture has evolved away from
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aestheticism and towards the organic, away from
the formal and towards the constructive. Modern
architecture has long since renounced the idea of
playing a merely ornamental role in our lives.
Creative architects want to have nothing, absolutely nothing to do with the aesthetic traditions of
previous centuries. This area we gladly leave to the
art historians.11
Otherwise, his texts for both G and DAZ are
broadly similar, presenting the office building
as a ‘house of work, of organisation, of clarity, of
economy’, and whose interior spaces reflected
the organisation of the company and the
austerity of the times: ‘maximum effect with
minimal means’.12 The most economic basis for
the structure, Mies explained, would be a
two-post frame where the columns spanned 8m
and cantilevered 4m on either side (resulting in
a cross-section of 16m). The girders would be
spaced at intervals of 5m. These numbers and
the precision of the drawing
allow us to read the structural
rhythm of the side elevation as
4, 8, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 8 and 4m. The
overall width of 49m suggests
two 16m wings and a resulting
17m-wide interior courtyard.13
Mies described reinforced
concrete structures as
‘skeletons by nature. No
gingerbread. No tank turrets …
skin and bone construction.’
Strictly speaking, a steel-frame
building would have been a
better fit for such a description, which suggested a clear
distinction between the
loadbearing structure and its
envelope. But this was not a
realistic proposition in
Germany in 1923, as the
country’s heavy burden of
reparations was largely being paid in a currency
of steel and coal. In a reinforced concrete
structure, the separation of ‘skin and bone’ was
not as obvious, as part of the load was taken on
by the embedded steel reinforcement rods, and
the concrete simultaneously served loadbearing
and covering functions. Mies actually highlighted this quality when he described how the
floor slabs would be turned up at their ends to
form the building’s outer skin.
Yet Mies made no mention at all of what is
perhaps the most novel and mysterious quality
of the design – namely, the incremental increase
in the size of the floor plates. The progressive
extension of each cantilever – barely visible
from the vantage point of the perspective, but
clearly indicated by the growing size of the
corner windows – means, of course, that only
one floor would have had the 16m-wide section
described by Mies (floors above would have
been wider, those below narrower).14 One is
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tempted to compare it to the invisible convex
curvature at the base of the Parthenon or the
entasis of a classical column. Mies never talked
about it, however, and critics have usually
avoided addressing the issue, largely because
this subtle, almost invisible gesture seems a
most un-Miesian move in the context of his
outspoken rationalism – one that dangerously
comes close to the ‘aesthetic speculation’ he so
forcefully rejected.
In the absence of any explanation by its
author, there seem to be at least two ways of
explaining the increasing floor size. The first is
that Mies was simply trying to keep the exposed
concrete from getting rain-soaked, by providing
a clear drop from the edge of each floor. The
second is that he was giving visual expression to
the reduction in weight towards the top – for if
the concrete columns on each floor maintained
the same diameter, and thus had the same

structural capacity, they would be increasingly
too large for the load they had to carry, which
decreases the further up the building you go.
Increased floor space was a way of compensating for this.15 Such explanations, however, could
be a case of what Mies would later call ‘a good
reason’ versus ‘the real reason’16 – which might
simply be that the building looked taller this
way. What we do know is that Mies painstakingly followed the city’s height limitation of six
floors, but provided eight useable storeys by
adding a basement level and an attic floor.
Though only half-height, this upper level
appeared as tall as a full top floor.
No indication was given as to a potential
site, but one might recognise a certain resemblance between the silhouette of the building in
the background of Mies’s drawing and the
Alexanderplatz, Berlin, 1898
© Ullstein Bild / Getty Images

neo-Renaissance Hotel Kaiserhof on Alexanderplatz – at the time there was much discussion
about interventions in Berlin’s congested traffic
hubs. Indeed, when a major competition was
launched for the redesign of Alexanderplatz in
1928, Mies would propose a large central traffic
circle surrounded by a series of solitary blocks.
The block next to the railway station, slightly
more complex than the others, bears a striking
resemblance to his office building design. The
bird’s-eye view suggests further parallels,
revealing an oblong outline with an interior
courtyard, thin ribbon windows and the same
number of storeys, including a compressed top
floor.
By 1923 Mies had been promoted to the
organising committee for the Novembergruppe
section in that summer’s Grosse Berliner
Kunstausstellung. Probably not coincidentally,
he exhibited more projects than any of the other
architects in the group, and was
one of only two to have their work
illustrated in the catalogue. In
addition to the office building
and its model, Mies exhibited
another four pieces – a model
and a drawing of a concrete
country house, a drawing of an
interior and a ‘residence in
brick’. The last two drawings
have been lost, but the brick
house was in all likelihood
different from the well-known
brick country house he showed
the following year.
A model of the concrete office
building was shown alongside
the large charcoal and crayon
perspective in the Berlin
exhibition. Mies’s friend, Werner
Graeff, recalled seeing it there,
and noted that the horizontal
spandrels between its ribbon windows were
coloured red and grey. He also remembered ‘a
rather self-important’ character from Mies’s
office standing next to the display: ‘His name
was ‘‘Gottschalk’’, or something like that … a
terrible show-off who insisted that ‘‘he had
designed most of it’’ and complained that
‘‘there was no mention of his name anywhere’’.’17 All of which begs the obvious
question: who was this man who claimed
co-authorship of such an important project?
Overlapping with the Berlin exhibition, in
mid-June a model and photograph of the same
project went on display in Magdeburg. This
suggests that there were in fact two versions of
the concrete office building model, since the
Berlin organisers would probably not have
agreed to the removal of items mid-show.18 The
exhibition in Magdeburg was curated by the
artists’ society Die Kugel (The Sphere), and Mies
was very keen to be represented there, not least
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because the city had a vibrant art and architectural scene – quite literally so, as many of its
buildings had been painted in an array of bright
colours, on the insistence of Magdeburg’s city
architect Bruno Taut. Mies’s glass skyscraper
project had also been published in Taut’s
magazine, Frühlicht, in 1922.19
In that same month, June 1923, Mies was
invited by Walter Gropius to participate in the
International Architecture section of the first
major Bauhaus exhibition in Weimar, opening
on 15 August.20 Mies accepted with alacrity. The
show promised to attract a great deal of
publicity. It was also an opportunity to make up
for his failure to capitalise on Gropius’s
invitation to take part in his previous exhibition
for ‘unknown architects’ in 1919.21 In a letter,
Gropius reported how ‘delighted’ he was with
Mies’s projects at the Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung (which otherwise qualified as a
‘horrible chaos’).22 He was particularly interested in the model of the
concrete country house (which
he mistook for a ‘flat office or
factory building’), declaring it
‘new and lively’. The concrete
office building, on the other
hand, was ‘too schematic’ in his
view. Mies wrote that he could
not remove the model of the
country house from the Berlin
show, and offered in its place the
models of his glass skyscraper
and one of the concrete office
building, currently in Magdeburg, as well as a drawing of the
office building, ‘3.5m long and
1.5m high’.23 Since the wellknown charcoal drawing (2.89m
long and 1.38m high) was tied up
in Berlin until 17 September, Mies must have
had another large drawing of the project.24 (We
do not know if this second drawing ended up in
the show, as Gropius warned that he would
‘probably not be able to present everything’
Mies sent him.25 And as a number of anxious
letters in the archive reveal, Mies tended to be
disorganised in keeping track of his own
drawings, and also rather casual about returning material he had requested from other
architects for group exhibitions.26)
On schedule, the model of the office
building returned from Magdeburg on 13 July,
and was then sent on to Weimar two weeks
later.27 It shows up in an installation photograph
from the Bauhaus exhibition, where it is paired
with a model of the glass skyscraper in an urban
constellation, as stipulated by Mies.28 Across
from it we see Gropius’s own model for his
Chicago Tribune competition entry. Less
detailed than the model of the glass skyscraper
or the concrete country house, the model of the
concrete office building presents a long, low
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structure with reflective ribbon windows and a
much more pronounced upward increase in its
floors than the more familiar perspective
sketch. A close-up view was included in a
photomontage by the Continental picture
agency, produced on the occasion of the
Bauhaus exhibition and possibly commissioned
by Gropius.29 It shows Mies’s curvilinear glass
skyscraper, Gropius’s Chicago model, a
collection of his small houses and the model of
an office building for the Sommerfeld Company.
Mies’s own office building is perched underneath in the foreground.
Gropius reported receiving requests from
‘Berlin, Hamburg, Düsseldorf, Hannover’ to
take the show after its run in Weimar.30 Mies,
however, was less enthusiastic and in private
confessed to his disapproval of its ‘wild
constructivist formalism’ and ‘artistic fog’.31
And so (without telling Gropius) he worked
together with Hugo Häring and Adolf Behne on

a redesign, which would have included additional projects by Peter Behrens, Henry van de
Velde and H P Berlage (all of whom Mies had
already contacted), along with Häring, Hans
Scharoun and others. When Gropius found out,
he was livid, and in the end nothing came of the
scheme. Instead, the Bauhaus exhibition was
shown in a reduced format (without the models)
at the Provinzialmuseum in Hannover.32
Separately, the concrete office building was
displayed in other locations, including the Jena
Kunstverein (Art Association) show commissioned by the painter and graphic artist Walter
Dexel, and curated by Mies himself – the first
time he had acted in this capacity. The exhibition, held in November 1924, featured other
material from his Novembergruppe colleagues
under the title ‘Modern Office Buildings and
Factories’.33
International architecture exhibit,
Weimar, 1923
© BLDA-Brandenburg

Of all these public outings, Mies’s participation in the 1923 Magdeburg exhibition proved
particularly consequential. The following year
he was invited to give a lecture by the new
director of the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Walter
Greischel, who reported ‘a lively interest in your
architectural designs’ in the city.34 Appointed on
Bruno Taut’s recommendation, Greischel was a
champion of modern art, and especially of
German expressionists such as Emil Nolde and
Erich Heckel. He was also friendly with the local
factory owner and art collector Wilhelm Adolf
Farenholtz. The invitation to lecture came at a
significant moment, when three key positions
in the city needed to be filled. Rudolf Bosselt,
director of Magdeburg’s renowned school of
arts and crafts, had resigned after being
subjected to public criticism by Taut. Mies was
asked if he was interested in the position, but he
declared that he was not.35 The department of
civil engineering was also looking for a new
head. And in April 1924, Taut
himself had resigned. Apparently not the most diplomatic of
souls, he had won few friends in
Magdeburg. Before he departed,
Taut recommended Mies to
Farenholtz as the ideal candidate to take over his role as city
architect – the most prestigious
and best paid of the three. It
seems that Mies was open to the
appointment, but did not want
to have to compete for the post.
Perhaps he felt it unnecessary.
During the same period, in the
spring and summer of 1925, he
was in discussions with representatives of the city of Frankfurt
regarding the position of city
architect there (which eventually went to Ernst
May).36
The first position in Magdeburg was filled
on 28 August 1925, when the local council chose
graphic designer and architect Wilhelm Deffke
as the new director of the arts school.37 Soon
after, the deadline for applications for Taut’s old
job passed without Mies putting his name
forward. Farenholtz wrote to Mies, telling him
in confidence that he could not blame him for
not throwing his hat in the ring. He hoped none
of the candidates would be suitable, so that
Mies’s turn would come: ‘In a certain sense time
is working in your favour, because the more
difficult the situation in Germany becomes, the
more clearly people will realise that what is
required is not an established bureaucrat but
rather someone who is clear and purposeful and
can see things in context.’ 38
As it turned out, the city council found it
hard to reach an agreement. In November 1925
the situation was still unresolved, largely
because the Socialists had rejected the
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Mies van der Rohe,
remodelling of Alexanderplatz, Berlin, 1929
© MoMA, New York / Scala, Florence

Mies van der Rohe & Walter Gropius,
collage, 1923
© VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

shortlisted candidates. Asked to help with the
search for his successor, Taut approached Mies,
who sounded out his chances with Farenholtz,
asking whether he believed ‘the Democrats
could be persuaded to support my candidacy.
Taut thinks the Socialists would have no
objections to me.’ Both he and Taut, he said,
believed it was ‘vital for the modern movement’
that this position should not be handed to a
‘lightweight’.39 Happy that Mies was ‘not averse
to considering the matter further’, Farenholtz
promised to get back to him within the next few
days, after having sounded out the council.40
However, he soon discovered that Mies’s
candidacy was by no means greeted with
unanimous approval. By early December 1925 he
was sufficiently concerned by what he had heard
that he travelled to Berlin and met with Mies in
the opulent Hotel Bristol on Unter den Linden.
The meeting did not go well. Mies, by nature
exceedingly sensitive, seems to have left in a
huff. Later that day he wrote to
Farenholtz explaining his
change of heart:
I am asking you not to take my
candidacy any further. I have also
decided not to give the lecture…
People there seem to presume that
this is a particularly desirable
post. But personally I would never
have considered taking up such a
position, were I not compelled to
find some way to realise – give a
right of abode to, as it were – this
new approach to building, for there
is no other reason I can think of
why I should give up my present
situation, where I am both free
artistically, and materially much
better off. That I do not care about
such titles is quite clearly illustrated by the fact
that I turned down the directorship of the Magdeburg school, as well as professorships at Breslau
and Dresden.41
Mies was allowing himself some poetic
licence here. His income at the time was hardly
in the league of a city’s planning director. For
the past few years, commissions had been scant.
The Ryder House in Wiesbaden had been left
unfinished by the client, work on the Mosler
House was complete, and the Wolf House in
Gubin was still under construction. A few
months before he had been put in charge of the
Werkbund exhibition at the Weissenhof in
Stuttgart in 1927, but the pay for this would have
been less than a regular government salary.
Sticklers for facts would also point out that he
was never officially offered either the directorship of the Magdeburg school (where he was
merely asked if he wanted to be considered) or
professorships in Breslau and Dresden.42
What had triggered this upset? Farenholtz
had told Mies that there were rumours
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circulating around Magdeburg that showed him
in an unfavourable light. The substance of these
rumours might be gauged from Mies’s heated
insistence that ‘a circle of experts such as Der
Ring’ would not ‘tolerate in their midst
someone who appropriated the intellectual
property of others’. Without naming names,
Mies expresses his surprise about the identity of
the man Farenholtz suggested as the most likely
source of this slander. He would not have
thought him ‘capable of such wretchedness’, he
wrote, especially ‘as he must know me very well,
since we did a job together and a year later he
asked me to work with him again on a project
for a grain silo’. 43
Farenholtz was taken aback by the vehemence of Mies’s reaction, and tried to reassure
him. It was true that he had learned of the
rumours from Greischel, but ‘neither Dr
Greischel nor myself have been made aware of
them from any other quarter’. He asked Mies to

reconsider giving the lecture, or to at least come
to Magdeburg to talk the matter over. In the
meantime Greischel would obtain references
from Halle, Dessau and Berlin. After all, he said,
Mies was still an unknown quantity in Magdeburg: ‘At present, it does not yet know what it
stands to lose’.44
When Gropius received Greischel’s request
for a reference, he let Mies know in confidence
that he ‘had of course urgently advised them to
hire you’, but that he, too, had heard negative
rumours emanating from Magdeburg, something to the effect that ‘you had been dishonourably discharged by Behrens’. He told him this,
he said, ‘so you can be on your guard for those
worms that are always at work when something
decent is in the offing. I very much hope that the
appointment will come about.’ 45 Writing back,
Mies confirmed that their ‘common
Peter Behrens’ atelier, Potsdam, 1910
Wilhelm Deffke (far left), Walter Gropius
(fifth from left), Mies van der Rohe (eighth from left)
© Bröhan Design Foundation, Berlin

acquaintance’ had indeed ‘spread this and other
rumours about me’, but in doing so the only
person he had damaged was himself: he
certainly ‘had no idea of how closely we are
working with Behrens today’ – possibly a
reference on Mies’s part to the upcoming
Weissenhof exhibition.46 In any event, Behrens
chimed in with a supportive telegram to
Greischel, stating that ‘without a doubt, Mies
would be a tremendous gain for Magdeburg’.47
The identity of this ‘common acquaintance’
and Mies’s detractor – unnamed in the correspondence – has only recently come to light
with the publication of a well-researched
monograph on Wilhelm Deffke, installed in 1925
as the new director of the Magdeburg arts
school.48 Deffke had worked for Peter Behrens
from February 1909 to April 1910 (helping to
design the famous AEG logo) – Mies and Gropius
were there at the same time. After joining the
Werkbund in 1913, he went on to found a graphic
arts agency in 1915. He soon
became a successful graphic
designer, with commissions
from the Reemtsma tobacco
company and many other major
German firms. From 1921 to 1928
he was listed as an ‘architect’ in
the Berlin telephone directory,
and between 1922 and 1924 he
occasionally collaborated with
Mies in a ‘cooperative for
architectural projects’.49
In this light, Deffke’s design
for a silo complex in the
Bulgarian port of Varna, from
1922, is the most likely match for
the ‘grain silo’ that Mies
mentioned in his letter to
Farenholtz. Three preliminary
designs were made, of which two have been
preserved. Particularly interesting in this
context is the first version, for which we have
photographs of two charcoal drawings (the
originals have been lost). There is an undeniable resemblance, in the style of their rendering, to Mies’s concrete office building. The
perspectival system is very similar, as is the
impressive contrast between the rough charcoal
and the precise contours of the bands of
windows. The paper was evidently placed on a
sheet of chipboard or plywood, so that its
rough-grained texture came through – an
effective way of depicting raw concrete. Looking
more closely, we can see that the drawings of
both Deffke’s silo project and Mies’s concrete
office building are characterised not only by
their graininess, but by vertical lines suggesting
that the underlay was a large plywood panel
with ribbons of veneer – in the Mies drawing
these are c 50cm wide. Since Deffke sometimes
worked in Mies’s office at this time, it is possible
that both drawings were produced on the same
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board.50 This not only allows us to estimate the
size of Deffke’s missing original drawing at
approximately 4m wide, but more fundamentally implies that both drawings were produced
by the same hand.
Mies, from early on, seems to have had a
penchant for large presentation drawings. The
unfinished perspective of his Bismarck
Memorial competition entry of 1910 (probably
executed with his brother Ewald, and submitted
as a photographic reproduction) was 1.49m ×
2.4m, and the rendering of the side elevation 1m
× 2.14m. The perspectives for the Friedrichstrasse skyscraper and the concrete office
building – at 1.73m × 1.22m and 1.38m × 2.89m
respectively – seem to have been two of the
largest of their time. Hans Poelzig’s perspective
of his skyscraper for the Friedrichstrasse
competition (also executed post factum by a
draftsman named ‘Zimmermann’) was 1.08m ×
75cm.51 Gropius’ lost perspective for the Chicago Tribune
Competition was about 1.4m
tall.
In any event, knowing
more about drawing conventions among Berlin architects
in the first quarter of the
twentieth century would
allow a better understanding
of the context of Mies’s
approach. Who would have
drawn up presentation
drawings in Mies’s office?
This question has hardly ever
been raised, despite the fact
that different hands can
clearly be distinguished.
Mies’s own quick design
sketches, with their identifiably loose style, bear no
resemblance to the precise
charcoal and crayon perspectives or watercolour renderings of his office’s presentation
drawings.52 ‘What constitutes a drawing by
Mies van der Rohe?’, Arthur Drexler, director of
the department of architecture and design at
MoMA, asked in 1986. He concluded that only
those loose sketches in pencil or ink, usually
from a small notepad, are ‘indubitably by Mies
and Mies alone’, and conceded that everything
else poses ‘considerable uncertainty as to
whether they are by draftsmen imitating Mies
or by Mies imitating draftsmen’.53 American
architect George Nelson, visiting the office in
1935, reported that Mies was ‘brilliant’ and ‘a
fine draftsman’, but ‘lazy’, preferring ‘to have
his drawings done for him’.54
We do not know for sure whether Deffke had
a hand in drawing up the concrete office
building and the concrete country house, but it
is certainly possible. Mies habitually hired
collaborators for individual tasks, such as the
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sculptor Oswald Herzog, who worked on the
1922 model of the glass skyscraper, or Curt
Rehbein and Werner Graeff, who provided
photographs. Carl Gottfried (1914–32), Hermann
John Hagemann (1924–31) and Sergius Ruegenberg (1925–34) were among a few employees who
stayed for several years with Mies. In this
context, a graphic artist like Deffke could well
have been brought in to produce large-format
presentation drawings.
A further connection is suggested by
another of Deffke’s projects from this period:
the headquarters building for the tobacco
company Reemtsma, located in Erfurt. The
company’s owner, Philipp Fürchtegott
Reemtsma, was clearly interested in avantgarde architecture, and would later hire
Frankfurt architect Martin Elsässer to design
his home in Hamburg-Altona in the early 1930s
– the largest modern house in Germany at the

time. Since Deffke’s own work for Reemtsma
ended in late 1921, the drawings for the project
were most likely made in 1920–21. While two of
the interior sketches clearly refer to the existing
building, the exterior views may be ideas for a
new building in the same location. Both
versions are characterised by their radical
horizontality – uninterrupted bands of
windows alternating with dark red spandrels,
with red being part of the corporate identity
Deffke had devised for Reemtsma. Of course,
red was also the colour used, along with grey,
for the spandrels in the model of Mies’s office
building, as Graeff recalled. In one of Deffke’s
drawings, we find a remarkable detail: heavy
crayon strokes have been added to the far
Previous: Wilhelm Deffke, silo,
Varna, Bulgaria, 1922
Above and previous: Wilhelm Deffke,
Reemtsma HQ, Erfurt, 1921
© Bröhan Design Foundation, Berlin

corner in order to make it clear that the
building gets wider as it goes up ( just as in
Mies’s concrete office building), a fact not as
obvious from the corner in the foreground.
Other significant overlaps are the flat roof and
the significantly lower top floor, indicated by a
narrow band of windows.55.
Deffke undoubtedly had considerable talent
as both a graphic artist and an architect. The
confluence of the two can be seen in the
exhibition stands he created for various
companies in the early 1920s – generous and
modern spaces into which logos, fields of colour
and lettering were clearly integrated. The Tesma
pavilion, designed for the 7th Berlin Tobacco
Fair in 1924, offers a particularly clear illustration of Deffke’s mastery of the formal and
spatial language of modernism. On an almost
square platform he set a series of six plate-glass
walls at right angles to the pavilion’s back wall,
creating five interstitial areas
of varying depth. Glass display
shelves for the company’s
products lined two of the
walls; the others served for
visitor access. Placed on top of
the c 2.5m × 2.5m plate-glass
walls was a cantilevered flat
roof of exactly the same
dimensions as the base,
bearing the company sign
TESMA. Here Deffke was
playing with the elements of a
shop front, drawing the visitor
almost imperceptibly into the
installation. There were views
through the space and other
reflected views towards a huge
logo that filled the back wall.
Radically modern for its time,
the design foreshadows Mies’s
glass room for the Weissenhof
exhibition in Stuttgart three years later, as well
as his stand for the German Linoleum Works in
Leipzig in 1929 – and even the Barcelona
pavilion that same year.
Whether or not Deffke had the concrete
office building in mind when he accused Mies
of ‘appropriating the intellectual property of
others’ remains a matter of speculation. From
Graeff’s account of his visit to the Grosse
Berliner Kunstausstellung we know that
someone else was in fact laying claim to the (co-)
authorship of that design. Rather vague in his
recollection, Graeff thought that person might
have been called Gottschalk, meaning possibly
Carl Gottlieb, whom Graeff would certainly have
known from occasional visits to Mies’s office.
Gottlieb, however, had worked for several years
as a draftsman for Mies and would have been
familiar with his modus operandi, whereas
someone like Deffke, who thought of himself as
collaborating with Mies in a ‘cooperative for
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architectural tasks’, would have felt a more
obvious need for recognition.56 From this we
might imagine it was a disgruntled Deffke,
rather than Gottlieb, that Graeff encountered at
the Berlin exhibition, staking his claim to the
concrete office building. To support this
conjecture, it seems possible that Deffke’s
sketches for the Reemtsma headquarters made
an impression on Mies, who adopted essential
elements of them for his own concrete office
building. It is also conceivable that Deffke had a
hand in making the large charcoal drawings for
the visionary Mies projects of the years 1922–23,
and that the design for the grain silo in Varna
was developed in this context.
In early May 1923, at precisely the moment
when the large drawing of the concrete office
building was finished and delivered to the
Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung, Deffke sent a
pencilled note to Mies informing him that he
was ‘finally in a position to pay back’ the 3,000
German Reichsmark he had borrowed from him
about a year and a half before.57 While his final
sentence – ‘Keep me in good memory!’ – sounds
like a cheery farewell, the fact that he used
simply ‘Ludwig Mies’ in the address (thus
depriving Mies of the aristocracy of his newly
adopted fuller name) was, perhaps, a first hint
at diminished good will. And, as we know, in
less than two years Deffke would be badmouthing Mies from his new academic post in
1. The Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung
ran from 19 May – 17 September 1923.
2. See Adrian Sudhalter’s account of the
four journals which published Mies’s
design for a skyscraper on Friedrichstrasse from 1922–24, in Bauwelt (1922),
Frühlicht (1922), Qualität (1922/1923) and
G (1924). Adrian Sudhalter, ‘Friedrichstrasse: The Contexts of an Image,
1922–1924’, in Andreas Beitin, Wolf
Eiermann and Brigitte Franzen (eds),
Mies van der Rohe Montage Collage
(Cologne: Koenig Books, 2016), pp
68–85.
3. This essay is a revised and enlarged
version of an earlier publication,
Dietrich Neumann, ‘Neue
Überlegungen zu Mies van der Rohes
Bürohausentwurf von 1923’, Architectura, vol 44, no 2, 2014 (published
January 2016). I would like to thank
Hermann Kühn, Andreas Marx and
Wolf Tegethoff for their comments on
the earlier version. I would also like to
thank Helmut Reuter, Berlin for the
generous provision of photographs
and Adrian Täckman, Copenhagen for
access to documents by Mies from the
Lönberg-Holm Archive.
4. See letters from the Deutsche Allgemeine
Zeitung to Mies van der Rohe, 18 July
1923, 1 August 1923, 8 August 1923
(MoMA, Mies van der Rohe Papers,
Folder 3, MvdR Manuscripts). The
correspondence suggests that Mies
had submitted a photograph of a
drawing and a ‘pencil sketch’. While
the newspaper kept the photograph, it
returned the pencil sketch to Mies on 8
August 1923.
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Magdeburg. Besides, repaying a debt at a
moment of hyperinflation dramatically recasts
this reparation as more of a barbed parting
shot. We can therefore well imagine the glee on
Deffke’s face, as he attached three 1,000
Reichsmark notes to his letter – the value of half
a newspaper at the time. Perhaps in an attempt
to retrieve this money, Mies had sued several
companies on Deffke’s behalf during the
previous year – requesting payments for the
unauthorised use of his logo designs.58
Epilogue
Just at the time when Mies van der Rohe was
busy raising his profile through participation in
exhibitions, publications and notably large
drawings of visionary projects, his occasional
collaborator Wilhelm Deffke was having his
own dramatic brush with notoriety. In 1917 he
had self-published a book of his trademark
designs and corporate symbols in order to
demonstrate his signature style of graphic
simplicity and visual memorability. The first
image in the volume ‘Handelsmarken und
Fabrikzeichen’59 was the ancient symbol of the
swastika, which Deffke had cleaned up and
modernised: ‘The ancient custom of our
ancestors has preserved for us their unique
letter and sacred sign, the swastika, the old
Aryan Fyrfos, that undeniable seal that the
Aryans imprint all over those places where they

5. See Fritz Neumeyer, Mies van der Rohe:
Das kunstlose Wort. Gedanken zur
Baukunst (Berlin: Siedler, 1986).
Andreas Marx and Paul Weber, ‘Zur
Neudatierung von Mies van der Rohes
Landhaus in Eisenbeton’, Architectura
38, 2008, pp 127–66 (here p 134, footnote
18).
6. Letter from Deutscher Werkbund to
Mies, 22 March 1924, ibid.
7. Knud Lönberg-Holm, ‘Moderne Tysk
Bygningskunst: Arbejder af arkitekt
Mies van der Rohe, Berlin’, Bygmesteren
Dansk Arkitektforenings Tidskrift, 15
August 1923, pp 203–05.
8. Hyperinflation began in the autumn of
1922 when the cost-of-living-index saw
a 15-fold increase. The occupation of
the Ruhr by French and Belgian troops
and the ensuing General Strike
exacerbated the situation. In
November 1923, when $1 was worth
4,210,500,000,000 Reichsmark, a new
currency, the Rentenmark, was
introduced (12 zeros were cut from
prices) and stabilisation returned.
9. ‘Neuartige Bürohausbauten: Bürohaus
mit Fensterwänden (Entwurf des
Architekten Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe)’, Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung,
Sunday 5 August 1923, morning
edition), ‘Kraft und Stoff’ supplement,
p 1.
10. Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung 1923
(Berlin: Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung, 1923), p 34. It is tempting to
speculate that the letter G, which
seems to emerge out of the corner
detail of the background building in
the charcoal perspective was an

11.
12.

13.

14.

have appeared and advanced culture.’60 Since
the late-nineteenth century the swastika had
been used by nationalist conservative groups in
Germany, ‘from youth hiking groups to secret
racial societies’, often in a curved and thin
outline with short hooks, and it could also be
found in places as different as the first Bauhaus
seal and poetry books by Stefan George.61 In May
1920 Hitler chose the swastika as a symbol for
his National Socialist Party and soon it was
becoming ubiquitous in the streets of Berlin
– now turned 90 degrees and set in a white circle
on red background.62 Its form was close to
Deffke’s design, its arms heavy and straight,
suggesting a perfect square. If, as one of Deffke’s
assistants later claimed, the Nazis had taken it
straight from his book and once again his work
was appropriated without acknowledgement
– or if it had taken a more circuitous route into
Hitler’s sketchbook – we do not know.63 While
Deffke was not a fervent Nazi, he joined the
party after its election victory in 1933 and
defended his school’s curriculum as being
‘aligned with National Socialist ideas and
opposed to narrow provincialism’.64 This might
have been part of an effort to stem the threatened closure of the Magdeburg art school, in
order to protect it from the fate that had
famously befallen the Bauhaus in Berlin earlier
the same year under its head, Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe.65
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